Reminders Checklist: Children Who Cannot Work Alone Without Adult Supervision

_____ Have me sit close to the front of the classroom to keep my attention.
_____ Check to make sure I am prepared. Do I have the materials required?
_____ Encourage me to try to have positive interactions with my peers.
_____ Remind me what we did last time.
_____ Let me sit next to a friend who will help me get started.
_____ Put a note on my desk telling me what I will need to do this morning.
_____ Tell me what we’ll be doing next.
_____ Provide me with my own set of directions.
_____ Offer a goal (such as remembering one or two things) and encourage me to meet it with an incentive.
_____ Let me have a chance to speak.
_____ Ask me about my ideas if I am quiet and do not participate.
_____ Give me praise when I contribute with my ideas.
_____ Provide me with opportunities to work in small groups where I will feel more comfortable to speak out loud.
_____ There may be times when it is hard for me to focus - often times I get distracted by the thoughts in my mind. If possible, please make me an outline of our discussion.